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and the News Media

3. We use the term radical here very loosely, only to distinguish this strain o f critique
from the liberal feminist critique, which, i n the context o f science, has been primarily
concerned with the number o f scientists, their status, the subjects and problems chosen
for research, and the equation of the male perspective with the human perspective (Abel
& Abel, 1983). We in no way attempt to do justice to the finer nuances that exist within
the radical tradition.

12
Images of Men in Sport Media
The Social Reproduction of Gender Order

DONALD SABO
SUE C U R R Y J A N S E N

Partly in response to the women's movement and growth o f feminist
scholarship, conventions for representing gender in mass media have
come under increasing scrutiny during the past two decades. To date,
however, these efforts have been limited in three ways. First, content
analyses have focused almost exclusively on women and, as Craig
observed in Chapter One, men's roles in media have been tacitly viewed
as unproblematic.1 Second, most studies have relied On mainstream sexrole theory, which assumes that mass media transmit stereotypical gender images that shape role expectations and, i n turn, inform behavior
and identity. Sex-role theory frequently ignores or underemphasizes power
differences between the sexes, the relational processes through which
gender identity is socially constructed, and dynamic linkages between
gender images and larger systems o f social stratification and ideology.
Third, very few studies have focused on gender images in sport media, which
is somewhat remarkable, given the omnipresence of sport programming
and athletic imagery in media as well as the fact that sport and masculinity have been culturally equated in North American sociely6Sabo
Sii-olflirtagerY 'and athletic events are prominent features o f U S .
electronic and print media. Indeed, the growth of mass spectator sports
and mass media during the twentieth century is characterized by increasing interdependence (Coakley, 1986). In their study of the media
169
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kcoverage o f the Summer Olympic Games between 1956 and 1984, for
lexample, Lucas and Real (1984) found that television networks came
Ito rely on coverage o f the Games for revenues and program content.
IReciprocally, the International Olympic Committee received progressively more lucrative television revenues (more than $20 million from
its share of the 1984 Los Angeles games) and thus has become largely
dependent on media sponsorship for continuance of its expanding operations. The media-dependent sports industry now produces its schedules,
, structures its formats, and sometimes even changes the rules o f the
, games in order to deliver the largest audiences to advertisers, Indeed,
the Super Bowl, an event created for television, annually generates the
highest cost-per-second advertising revenues in network television. The
- symbiotic relationship between the sport industry and mass media is
further reflected by the growing presence of sports coverage in newspapers
since 1900 (Lever & Wheeler, 1984). Today the sports section is the
most widely read section of major metropolitan newspapers, and more
newspaper print is devoted to sports than any other topic, including
national and international news (Coakley, 1986; Greendorfer, 1983;
Smith & Blackman, 1978).
Millions of sports spectators are regularly assembled by media events
in simulated solidarity, f o r example, the Olympics, the Super Bowl,
college football and basketball games, the National Basketball Association (NBA) finals, the Professional G o l f Association and Ladies Professional Golf Association tournaments, and Wimbledon or U.S. Open
professional tennis tournaments. Mediated sport is a powerful presence
in American culture. From the corporate perspective, fans are mainly
seen as consumers; NFL management sometimes refers to them as "fannies
in the seats" (Meggesey, 1990). Sport media are the major communication apparatus o f the expanding sport industry. They are expected to
generate a gross national sport product of $121,1 billion by the year 2000;
projections for sport advertising revenues on television are $11.5 billion
and, for all advertising revenues combined, $25 billion (Rosner, 1989).
The combined and usually collaborative efforts of national news, entertainment, and advertising media have stimulated, the growth of sport as
a major cultural phenomenon and profit center in North America.
In this chapter, w e explore emerging research on gender in sport
media in order to demonstrate how male images in sport media contribute to the social reproduction of cultural values and structural dynamics
of dominance systems within the gender order. Connell (1987) uses the
term gender order to refer to a "historically constructed pattern of power
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relations between men and women and definitions o f femininity and
masculinity" that emerges and is transformed within varying structural
contexts (pp. 98-99), Drawing upon both feminist theory and a concept
of hegemony loosely derived from Gramsci, we try to identify some of
the ways in which sports media contribute to the social constructions o f
hegemonic masculinity, and enable dominant groups within the gender
order to extend their material control to the cultural sectors.

Critical Feminist Analysis of Sport and Media
Messner and Sabo (1990) have outlined the emergence o f critical
feminist perspectives o n the relations linking men t o sport and the
gender order. By the early 1970s, a multidisciplinary sport studies had
blossomed and succeeded in illuminating the relationship between sport
and racism, class inequality, nationalism, violence, drug use, and other
social issues (Edwards, 1973; Hoch, 1972; Naisen, 1972; Scott, 1971).
The concept of gender, however, remained undeveloped in most of these
early "radical" critiques o f sport. The factittat thq institution, of sport
was
— constituted from its inceplion as an,eiclusive and _excluaionary
arena o f male experience and male relations was ignored or talcen for
grantecLaariatural Sport studies' blind spot concerning the fundamental
relationship between sport and the social construction o f gender resulted in a very incomplete, sometimes distorted, analysis of the historical and contemporary meaning and significance of sport.
In the late 1970s a "feminist critique o f sport" emerged; i t viewed
sport "as a fundamentally sexist institution that is male dominated and
masculine in orientation" (Theberge, 1981, p. 342). Feminist analyses
examined sex differences in patterns of athletic socialization and aimed
at demonstrating how sport as a social institution naturalizes men s f
power and privilege over women. The marginalization and trivialization
of fot—ThiaTETtriletes, it was argued, served to reproduce patriarchal domination o f women by men. Feminist analysis of sport began to flourish
during the early 1980s, a period that also witnessed the importation of
neo-Marxist theory, critical theory, and cultural studies perspectives into
sport studies. Adherents o f these critical schools commonly conceptualized sport within the frameworks of larger historical critiques of capitalism, the culture industry, or modernity. They linked analyses o f inequalities, oppression, and social problems to calls for political action
and the creation o f liberative strategies f o r resistance and change in
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sport and society (Gruneau, 1983; Hargreaves, 1982). A s feminist
critics pointed out, however, analysis of gender remained tangential to
the class-centered agendas of neo-Marxist and cultural studies perspectives (Deem, 1988).
A dialogue between feminist theorists and critical theorists in sport
sociology was initiated during the 1980s. Some feminist thinkers increasingly recognized the importance of the concept of hegemony and
have used i t to examine gender relations (Bryson, 1990; Hall, 1990;
Messner, 1988; Sabo, 1990). Some critical theorists also began attributing
more importance to gender and exploring linkages between analyses o f
class, gender, and race inequality (Gruneau, 1983; Hargreaves, 1982;
Sage, 1990). One result is the emergence of a "multiple systems of dominance perspective" that is attempting to "explore intersections of class,
gender, and racial practices and relations and the way in which they are
dialectically related in local community sport rituals" (Foley, 1990).
Within communications studies, broadly conceived, a similar but more
tentative and more highly nuanced dialogue between feminist and critical
theory has been initiated (Gallagher, 1989; Kuhn, 1982b; Mulvey, 1975;
Radway, 1984; Rakow, 1986, 1987; Tuchmam Daniels, & Benet, 1978;
and many others). It has been more tentative because mass communication
research has not generally ignored gender; it has treated it as a variable,
sometimes even as a very significant variable, in research using content
analysis. Some of this work has been extremely useful in advancing feminist
critiques of mass media (Goffman, 1979; Tuchman et al., 1978).
Nevertheless, communications studies as a field has proven more resistant to integration of feminist perspectives within its theoretical models
than other disciplines within the social sciences and humanities (Jansen
1989, 1990). The blind spot that secures this resistance appears to operate
at the very basic epistemological level: at the level where foundation
metaphors demarcate a vision of how the field is to be conceptualized.
The founding metaphors of communication studies, for example, information, sender-receiver, channels, and so on, were borrowed f r o m
electrical engineering (Rogers, 1989; Shannon & Weaver, 1964). These
terms are used both literally and metaphorically in articulating models
of communication processes. Used literally to describe and model the
technological constituents, organizational structures, and processes that
make dissemination f o r mass mediated messages possible, they provide useful mappings of the technologies and institutions that function,
in George Gerbner's words (1977, p. 147), as "cultural arms" of existing
systems of domination (see also Gerbner, 1989), Stripped of their original
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meanings and elevated t o the status o f laws o f general principles o f
communication science, these terms no longer simply map systems o f
domination, they advance them. This blind spot in mainstream communications theory naturalizes and privileges binary logics and principles
of hierarchy at levels o f abstraction that make their analogue and roots
in the gender order very difficult to unpack.
The dialogue between feminist theorists and critical theorists has
been more highly nuanced within communication studies than within
sports studies because paradigmatic debates among contending critical
schools have been more fully articulated and much more contentious
(see, for example, Dervin, Grossberg, O'Keefe, & Wartella, 1989). To date,
cultural studies perspectives have more thoroughly integrated feminist
perspectives within their theoretical core than other critical approaches.
Thus, f o r example, Stuart H a l l (1988, p. 29) recognizes, " a l l social
practices and forms of domination—including the politics of the Left—
are always inscribed in and to some extent secured by sexual identity
and positioning." Moreover, he maintains:
I f we don't attend to how gendered identities are formed and transformed and
how they are deployed politically, we simply do not have a language of sufficient explanatory power at our command with which to understand the institutionalization of power to our society and the secret sources of our resistances to change. (p. 30)

We laud this advance but continue to situate our own position within
what we call critical feminism W e recognize that critical theory, in its
classic Frankfurt School articulations, is both an androcentric and essentializing discourse (Harding, 1989); and we acknowledge that a fully
formed critical feminist theory will transform both critical and feminist
theory (Jansen, 1983, 1989). We further acknowledge that our moves toward this transformation are, at this juncture, incomplete. However, we
believe that Frankfurt-informed critical theory remains a powerful, albeit
imperfect, tool for analyzing the sports industry and sports media (Jansen,
1983; Sabo, 1990).
Within this theoretical context, mediated sport is understood as a
nexus of patriarchal ritual that reproduces hegemonic forms of masculinity and femininity as well as competitive values and achievement ideologies that are closely tied to class ideology. We regard mediated sport
as a cultural theater where the values of larger society are resonated, dominant social practices are legitimized, and structured inequalities are
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reproduced. Gender is thus viewed as a linking concept, which draws
analytical attention to a wider configuration o f structural, ideological,
institutional, as well as psychological processes that, in part, compose
the American gender order.

The Gendering o f Sport Media
In sport media men predominate in numbers and prevail in presence.
Men outnumber women in general television by three or four to one in
prime-time television dramas; in children's cartoons, males outnumber
females by 10 to one (Gerbner, 1990). Television s p o r t s m i gnin
is, however, virtually an all-male world with rare excursions JtsLihe___
worlds—OT-WT3filei'S sports.
"News" coverage o f sports replicates these
_
programming practices. Woolard (1983) found that 85% o f newspaper
coverage o f sport was devoted to men's sports, while Coakley (1986)
estimates that 95% o f total sports coverage deals w i t h males. T h e
message was clear in a Federal Express commercial, aired during a postseason b o w l game between the Colorado Buffaloes and the Fighting
Irish of Notre Dame (January I, 1991), which depicted a pick-up basketball game among corporate employees designed to " b u i l d company
morale." The males quickly get serious and aggressive about the game
while two females plead from courtside, "Can we get in now?" After
their third plea, in full frontal frame, a sweaty and enraged male yells
.o, not now!"
The Glorious Presence of Men
Although women have been involved i n organized sports i n the
United States for more than a century and have dramatically increased
their presence and virtually revolutionized their performance records
since the 1970s, the media spotlight remains firmly fixed on the male
athlete. Male athletes
m oed are
e ranvalorized,
gyl a d si alionized,
t ol 7 S Taand
I I T te
put
l aon
s Acultural
mee r i c a n
p_opy,lar_calltuie,Visual portrayals of male athletes, Of f i l m e d i n Slowmotion and framed from the ground up, are cast against soundtracks of
roaring crowds or musical fanfares replete with throbbing bass or thundering drums.
In a study that systematically compared coverage o f men's and
women's sports, Duncan, Messner, and Williams (1990) found local
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television conventions for framing sports reportage to be highly gendered. Using both quantitative and qualitative methods of content analysis, they examined 6 weeks of coverage of athletic events carried by a
Los Angeles station during the summer of 1989: Coverage encompassed
events involving both sexes, including the "Final Four" o f the 1989
N C A A women's and men's basketball tournaments and the women's
and men's 1989 U.S. Open tournaments. The findings showed that masculinist biases prevailed in television conventions for representation of
sporting events. Gender marking was evident in the naming o f events.
The men's championship game was called "the national championship
game," while the women's game was called "the women's national championship game." On-screen graphics were differentially coded blue and
pink, representing men's and women's events, respectively. Commentators tended to infantalize women athletes as "girls" or "young ladies,"
whereas males were afforded adult status as "men" or "young men."
Moreover, commentators were significantly more likely to refer to women
athletes by their first names. Commentators called women tennis players by their first names 52.7% o f the time, men 7.8% o f the time. This
overall pattern displays a "hierarchy of naming," that is, a set of linguistic
practices that naturalize and reinforce prevailing gender-based status
differences (Messner, Duncan, & Jensen, 1990).
Duncan, Messner, and Williams (1990) also studied the verbal deiscriptors applied to men and women athletes. They discovered a recur' rent theme of male agency and control as "men were framed as active
subjects, women reactive objects" (p. 21). Compared to female ath1et4,
male athletes were more often described in terms o f strengths rather
than weaknesses, success rather than failure. For example, commentators described "big guys" with "big forehands" playing "big games,""
whereas the physical strengths o f female athletes tended to be neutralized by ambivalent language such as "she's small, but so effective under
the boards" (p. 19). I n men's basketball, attributions o f success outnumbered attributions o f failure by more than a five-to-one ratio. I n
addition, males...were mere apt to be described with martial metaphors
ial_d_pawer_de.w..riptora,_smidsz misfire, force, big guns, fire away,
clIa_i_Lving t i r o Moo o i c l a t l e s , F o r example, a male was said to "attack
•the hoop," while a female "went to" the hoop. The researchers concluded that:
The combined effect of focusing more on strength than on weakness, more
on success than on failure, and of using many andyaried martial metaphors
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and power descriptors when describing, men athletes has the effect of linguistically weaving an aura orpOw-e-r, streligth_an-ti naan-agen7cy asoluxUnale
thtetes,6)

The Trivialization of Women
Two major patterns are evident in the treatment of women in sports:
exclusion and trivialization. As we have seen, women's sporting events
are generally not covered by sports media. When they are, the skills and
strengths o f women athletes are often devalued in comparison to cultural standards linked to dominant standards o f male athletic excellence, which emphasize the cultural equivalents o f hegemonic mascul i n i t y p o w e L l e l f - c o n t r o l , success, agency, and agaelslon.
When female athletes are discussed in sports media, the coverage is
often framed within stereotypes that pertain more to appearance and
attractiveness (from the perspective of the male gaze) than to athletic
skill (Corrigan, 1972). A content analysis of articles on women athletes
in Sports Illustrated, from 1964 to 1987, revealed that many articles
focused on women in more "sex appropriate" or "feminine" sports, such
as figure skating and tennis (Kane, 1988). Similarly, Boutilier and
SanGiovanni's (1983) analysis o f Sports Illustrated found that women
were underrepresented in photos, depicted in a narrower array of sports
than men, and more likely than men to be posed in passive and nonathletic positions.
Sport media also inferiorize women as sex objects. F o r example,
during Duncan and Messner's 6-week study discussed above, the longest television news segment featuring a woman was on Morgana, the
Kissing Bandit, an extraordinarily buxom woman who runs onto baseball fields to kiss players. Sports Illustrated fully exploits the "tits and
ass" m o t i f o f soft pornography to produce its annual swimsuit issue,
where women models, not women athletes, make the sport scene. And
perhaps most tellingly, after a decade o f feminist protest against its
publication, this issue remains the best-selling single magazine issue in
America. Near-naked women posed languidly in faraway and exotic
places do not challenge gender stereotypes and male dominance. This
is no accident, K. F. Dyer (1982) indicates, since it is in long-distance
swimming where women hold most of the world records and where the
mythos of male supremacy is most vulnerable to debunking. The sexualization of female athletes in sport media, such as the case of Katerina
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Witt's performances in ice skating at the 1988 winter Olympics, robs
women of athletic legitimacy and preserves hegemonic masculinity.
Women's status is further inferiorized in the beer commercials that
are commonly grafted to athletic events (Hartley, 1984). When they are
represented at all, Wenner contends, women occupy tangential and servile
positions in the "sanctum sanctorum of male beer-and-sport commercials" (1991, p. 405). Male viewers do not actually perceive the rituals
of sport and beer as vestiges o f male culture; ideology is safely dissolved within the suds. In the end, the juxtaposition of dominant males
and subservient females reflects the unequal power balances between
the sexes, that is, a culturally determined idealization o f male dominance (Duncan & Hasbrook, 1988).
Socially Structured Silences
What is not said in sports media reveals as much or more about how
hegemonic processes work within the U.S. sports industry as what is
said. The socially structured silences that the representational conventions cultivated b y these media support, legitimize and police the
interests o f both profit-driven media organizations and the established
gender order. The following examples identify a few of the silences supported by the story-telling routines that frame most sports coverage in
U.S. media.
The dominant narrative structures
— i t t To r t s media construct and
valorize hegemonic masculinity. In doing so, they marginalize and interiorize non-hegemonic forms o f masculinity. As_Blys_p_LI L1.9_90) points
out, "Bach euftural message about sport is_a_dugLone„.selebrating_the
dominant a t t l e saime_tirne_asITe-irfn diTz7ins_tim,:,other.! " (p. 173). The
cultural standardization this dualistic process supports does not reflect
the heterogeneity and diversity of men's lives and experiences as athletes
or as fans. Alternative o r counter-hegemonic masculinities are n o t
ordinarily acknowledged or represented by sports media. For example,
a portion of male athletes in all sports are gay and there is a substantial
gay presence in some sports such as weight lifting/body-building, yet
discussion o f homosexuality is virtually taboo i n mainstream sports
•media. The Gay Olympics is almost totally blacked out by sport media.
In short, there is little evidence in sports media of what Connell (1990)
calls "protest masculinities," men who don't like what's going on or in
the field.
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Sp_ort media do not _oLdit.laLy
id focus on men who fail to measure up
ij i n sports
The_focus
_
_or life, but rather,
. they revel_in tliiik-Vho_ succeed.
.,...,
is
stories
, almost
. — always on
— success
..... „._
___ or,• as a. variation
— on the
_ theme,
_
stories of formerly succes_sful_ athle-tes who have fought their way back
from adversity, such as injury—academie
probation, drug addiction,
,
Incarceratioii, or-dellitilluelicy. The has-beens, ne'er-do-wells, quitters—in
ihort, the failures—are seldom profiled. For example, the spotlight does
not shine on the approximately 60% o f N C A A Division 1 scholarship
athletes in football and basketball who fail to graduate after 5 years of
college (Eitzen, 1987; Molotsky, 1989). Nor are there frequent portrayals o f life after the N B A o r N F L f o r the majority o f players whose
careers are cut short by injury, lack of enough talent to survive, or corporate decisions. There is no serious discussion of the long-range physical
costs o f athletic participation as regards increased susceptibility t o
musculoskeletal problems, reduced life expectancy, or risk for cancers
that can result from earlier steroid use or prolonged anti-inflammatory
use.
r T i r t h o s e relatively infrequent instances when sport scandals do receive extensive media attention, for example, the Pete Rose case, the
1
Icoverage becomes a site for working out the challenges a fallen hero
Woses to the legitimacy of dominant cultural values. Sports commentators use crisis frames to examine the transgression from different angles:
' S p o r t s history (precedence) is explored, for example, Pete is compared
to The Babe; the athlete's life in and out of the game is examined; some
[ sports writers present the case against Pete (he was a known gambler),
\ others come to his defense (he was good with kids), and so on. However,
the net effect of the extended coverage is to rescue h e g e m o n n seu,
unity by framing the transgressor as an anomaly, whether as a cheat, an
impostor, a traile-Vidfilfidflaweljudgmerit, or_a_commls,nrc,personality.L-Th-:—es-e tilt-lid-ye structures are not, however, entirely unidimensional
It is common practice for television coverage of athletic events to present brief takes of athletes that show them engaged in community work.
Framing of these spots is, however, almost always done in conjunction
with public relations agendas (e.g., The National League or the N B A
support the United Way i n your community). Similarly, coverage o f
intercollegiate athletic events often includes portrayals of the academic
side of the lives of "student-athletes" by depicting young male athletes
in laboratories or walking across campus with books in hand. Yet these
images do not say as much about athletes' lives as they do about the institutional images of the NCAA or the university that co-sponsors. More-
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over, they do not in any way challenge the domination of hegemonic forms
of masculinity; to the contrary, they provide free advertising for it.
Conclusion
The gendered narrative structures o f sports media and the socially
structured silences that support them cultivate the illusion o f a shared
cultural consensus about what constitutes masculinity, femininity, and
appropriate gender relations (Himmelstein, 1984). Hegemonic definitions o f masculinity get portrayed as being "normal," "natural," or, as
Altheide and Snow (1979) state, "social reality is constituted, recognized and celebrated with media, thus supporting the idea the media
present to us what is 'normal' " (p, 12). In sum, the gendered textual
conventions o f sports media are secured by an unstated but strongly
implied subtext that positions portrayals of the sexes within a relational
framework in which men are dominant, masculine, and valued, while
women are subordinate, feminine, and devalued. This valorization of
a highly stylized version of traditional masculinity in sports media also
expresses and reinforces hegemonie models of manhood while marginalizing alternative masculinities.

Black Male Athletes: Seen But Not Heard
Sport media tend to cloak all male athletes—regardless o f race or
ethnicity—in the mantle of hegemonic masculinity. Yet, for black male
athletes, the media linkages between athleticism and manliness present
peculiar contradictions. Though black men are highly visible and successful at sport, for example, they reside in low-status roles within the
hierarchy of the sports industry. Blacks make up 60% of players in professional football, 70% in professional basketball, 17% in professional
baseball, as well as widely participating in Olympic-level and intercollegiate sports (especially those with teams that regularly appear on national television). Despite high numbers and visibility as players, however,
blacks are scarce i n leadership positions. I n 1988-1989 only 6 o f 27
N B A head coaches were black, and only one of 28 N F L head coaches
was black; likewise, blacks were only 7% o f front office personnel in
both the N F L and the N B A i n 1989 (Lapchick & Rodriguez, 1990).
Sport media, o f course, are not directly responsible for this pattern of
institutionalized racism but merely reflect it, yet some research suggests
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that media practices do systematically represent black male athletes in
different and more negative terms than whites.
Black Athleticism and Racial Stereotypes
A second major contradiction in media portrayals o f black athletes
arises r o m t i - - - - f h a t many sterecitypicaLtraits associated--w-,
athleticism (e.g, aggressivess„brute_s_trength,,,stupidity)_alsoinhere_
in racial stereotyping (Edwards, 1969), Franz Fanon, for example, once
'analyze—d—th—e free associations made by his white psychiatric patients to
the word "Negro." Characteristics responses included "strong, athletic,
potent s a v a g e , animal" (1970, p. 118). Likewise, the "dumb jock"
stereotype has probably served to intensify existing racial prejudices
about the alleged intellectual inferiority o f black men (Eitzen, 1987;
Sabo, Melnick, & Vanfossen, 1989), A few research studies have shown
that sport media play a role in reinforcing these stereotypes.
Rainville and McCormick (1977) analyzed transcriptions of 12 televised N F L games i n 1976 i n order t o explore the extent o f racial
prejudice in pro football commentators' speech. They found that white
players were praised more frequently than black players and were more
likely to be described as causal agents. Compared to blacks, whites also
received more physical attributions (e.g., " B i g John Smith") and positive cognitive attributions (e.g., " B i g John is trying to figure out what
to do on this one"). Blacks, compared to whites, received significantly
more references to past negative professional achievements (e.g., academic probation i n college) and were described more as externally
moved objects rather than causal agents. The researchers concluded that
"announcers are building a positive reputation for white players and a
comparatively negative reputation for black players" (p. 179).
Derrick Jackson (1989), a journalist for The Boston Globe, conducted
a content analysis of 1988-1989 televised sports commentary in basketball and football. Seven college basketball games were recorded,
including three NCAA "Final Four" games, as well as five NFL playoff
games. Two university researchers were given transcriptions of the commentaries; they had no knowledge o f which comments were attributed•
to which players. A l l comments were then classified into four categories: "Brawn" (running, leaping, size, strength, and quickness); "Brains"
(intelligence, leadership, motivation); "Weakling" (lack o f speed and
size); and "Dunce" (confused or out of emotional control). The key results
indicated marked stereotyping.
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• I n football, 65% o f all comments made about black athletes were about
Brawn, compared to 17% for white players.
• B l a c k football players were six times more likely than whites to be classified as Dunces; 12 % and 2%, respectively. In basketball the corresponding
figures were 7% and 3%,
• Whereas 77% o f comments made about white football players fell into the
Brains category, only 22.5% o f comments about black players did so. The
corresponding figures for basketball were 63% and 15%.

The above studies suggest that racial stereotyping in sport media is
covert and systematic; that is, i t goes beyond occasional individual
pronouncements such as those made by CBS sport broadcaster Jimmy
(The Greek) Snyder, who was fired in 1988 for saying that black athletic
achievements were owed to selective breeding by slave owners (Smith,
1990). Without further study, however, we do not know either how systematic racial stereotyping is or the extent to which it influences viewer
perceptions and attitudes. We do know that stereotypes both flow from
and feed prejudice and avoidance behavior, and thus maintain patterns
of structured inequality (Kitano, 1985). For whites, then, i t would appear that stereotypes of black male athletes can simultaneously shore up
hegemonic masculinity and white supremacist sentiments and beliefs.
As Ralph Ellison (1964) observed, "The object of the stereotype is not
so much to crush the Negro as to console the white man" (p. 58). Nothing
is known about the extent to which blacks internalize or resist racial
stereotyping in sport media. I t is likely, however, that many black men
do gravitate to media!pd images of ,hegemonic masculinity in an effort'
to reclaim a sense of manhood that has been shattered by severe economic
-dislocaTion, fa—mlly-dfsTiffegfillion reduced l i f e expectancy, political
m a r g i n a l i t y, - a " prejudice 6 egal,
Sport Media as American Dream Machine
Americans
believe that sport is a t r M g _ g r o u n d for life. The for_
mula, "succeed
_ in sport, succeed in life," is at the heart of the Atneric?in
sporrs CTEMT-Affiletics are seen as a social theater-IT W i h T e l e a r n
to aspire higher, w o r k hard and sacrifice p e r f o r m with. a _team, and
over6In. f ____niTffTipursuit of the American dream (Sabo, Melnick,
& Vanfossen, 1989). The high visibility o f blac-ks in sport media leads
to the conclusion that sport is one social vehicle through which the black
population has achieved significant upward social mobility. Michael
Jordan soars across cereal boxes and television screens, Magic Johnson

lc L,r_v_v_ hap.

Conclusion
Media images of black male athletes are a curious confluence of athletic,
racial, and gender stereotypes. The intermeshing of racial stereotypes with
images o f hegemonic masculinity, in effect, reflects and reinforces timeworn racist notions about the sexuality and masculinity o f black men.
It would therefore appear that sport media are complicit in, not somehow separate from, the larger institutional and cultural processes that
reproduce and exonerate white men's domination over black men, and
men's domination over women. Furthermore, the curious interplay between images o f hegemonic masculinity and racial stereotypes in sport
media also seems to promulgate ideologies and perceptions that both
flow from and legitimate stratification by class as well as race.
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beams on the cover of Sports Illustrated, and many Americans assume
that sports provide a gateway to success for minority males.
This optimistic refrain is not borne out by facts. For example, only
about 3,000 blacks make their living at professional sports, and this
figure includes n o t only athletes b u t also coaches and management
personnel (Coakley, 1986), Indeed, there is a greater probability for a
black high school athlete to become a doctor than a professional athlete
(Edwards, 1987). Sport sociologists have generally found no significant
relationships between athletic participation and subsequent educational
or occupational mobility gains for black males (Howell, Miracle, & Rees,
1984; Sabo, Mehtick, & Vanfossen, November, 1989),
The image of the male athlete-celebrity is created and cultivated by
sport media. Whether black or white, he exemplifies the self-fulfilled
man who has won success, recognition, and occupational achievement
within the competitive and risky world of the American economy. Yet,
because of racism, it is likely that the successes of black and white male
athletes are perceived differently across class and race subgroups. For
example, bigoted whites whose racial prejudices make them prone to
overgeneralization, may be led to assume that black men as a class or
category are faring better in the American economy than they really are.
Though blacks are generally more skeptical in their appraisals of equal
opportunityapd_social .nT-pb_iJi137-:rt*liyT working-class and p o o T h a k
inales see ,sport as a way ro_provetheir:MailitOW:87,nd as a pathway
out o f i l i p ghetto
(Edwards, 1987). Only a few, o f course, wilralliTh7F
•
the dream while the masses w i l l continue to contend with the harsh
economic conditions and structural constraints.

"
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Conclusion: From Gender Emblem to Class Icon
(

Based upon skill, discipline, training, strategy, competition, and rules
e
articulation of the values o f a
of fair play, the
e sporting v e n t
meritocratic sy-stem. A l l players begin the game. at the same
_ _starting
point, but the Most talented finish first. The real world analogue is o f
co—urse, capitalist_ide-Otoklic-ffie- real world however, all the players,
qtia-tab—or'ers,
do not begin at the same starting,ppipt, teams are not
_
_
evenly matched, and the scoring system does not necessarily „reward

A.M., tanning, intellige'n.e-eTo-r 'determination.
Hence, within the changing structure of the postindustrial capitalist
order, sport rituals are likely to be just as much a source of achievement
ideology as of gender imagery. The emphasis on meritocratic ideologies
(e.g., i n d i v i d u a p e r s o n a l achievement, success striving) is particularly evident in corporate advertising and mass media portrayals of the
kaMeTlhally, 1989). Indeed, it may be that the cultural efficacy o f the
big-time celebrity athlete is changing from a living symbol of manliness
to a meritocratic icon (Sabo & Panepinto, 1990).
The pageantry o f the mediated sporting event, with its highly ritualized portrayals o f "the t h r i l l o f victory and the agony o f defeat,"
reproduces and reaffirms cultural myths regarding democracy, merit,
and social mobility. This pageantry validates the privileged position of
all males within the gender order, but it also legitimizes and valorizes
the special privileges of the winners by making it clear to the losers and
their fans that in a man's world, "tough guys" have to be even "tougher."
Losers do not always consume this ideological tonic; violence on and
off the field, policed by uniformed referees and security guards, is a
regular feature of mediated sports. Moreover, mediated simulations of
solidarity among winners and losers remain simulations: The victory
that brings the "tough guys" i n the private boxes and the bleachers
together on Sunday afternoon does not last through Monday morning.
Sports fans know this; they are not "cultural dopes," not just "fannies
in the seats." They are generally aware of the superficiality of the game
and the commercialism and fantasy potential that accompany it, and
they frequently engage in playful parodies of media hype and the framing
conventions that overdramatize the nature and significance of sporting
events.
What escapes discernment, however, are the subtle ways that sport
media pattern perceptions of group relations and provide legitimacy for
structural inequalities between men and women, rich and poor, whites
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and blacks, and straights and gays. The power of sport yIellkis_ naafi—
its ability to mold individual ,psychology or gender identil3c, but rather
it is centered ini t s capacity to configure individualperceptions of group
relations. Sports media locate group relations within the larger b1uepfilit3—of-structural and cultural hierarchies.
Viewing images of men in sports media from the perspective of critical
feminism is not simply one more variation on a theme that contributes
to completing the inventories o f content analysis and representational
conventions. To the contrary, i n a world where politics has become
entertainment and entertainment has become politics, critical feminist
analysis provides entry to a set of discourse practices that appear to be
prime sites for playing out struggles for dominance and legitimation.
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Note
I, T h e work o f Gerbner (1977, 1990) and his associates (Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, &
Signorelli, 1986) is a significant exception to this general practice. I t conceives o f television violence as cultivating a "mean w o r l d syndrome" and i t sees white males as the
primary agents o f violence in television drama; i t also takes into account the ways that
violence is used against women, minorities, and the foreign born. I n sum, it is, at least
implicitly, exploring the operations o f what we call the gender order and hegemonic masculinity in prime-time television dramas.

Culture is a struggle for meanings as society is a struggle for power.
John Fiske (1987a)

The struggle for meaning is here, and it is a struggle of and for
political criticism
Stephen Heath (1990)

This chapter attempts to think through some issues pertaining to the
critical cultural analysis of the representation of men and masculinity
on American prime-time television. There are many pitfalls that arise
in such an endeavor, and there is a need to be reflexive about the location
from which one (in my case, as a white, male, heterosexual academic)
speaks and writes about masculinity, or as Tulloch (1990, p. 6) has put
it, the "desires, practices, assumptions and discourses which make up
one's agency as an author," lest we reproduce the hegemonic (masculinist) culture we seek to interrogate, challenge, and transform. Nevertheless,
AUTHOR'S NOTE: I would like to thank Steve Craig, Larry Gross, and DeLana Browning
for their help w i t h this chapter.
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